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Patented July 28, 1942 2,291,133 

UNITED STATES PATENT office 
2,291,133 

CALCULATING MACH NE 
Harold T. Avery, Oakland, Calif., assignor to 
Marchant Calculating Machine Company, a 
corporation of California 

Original application December 18, 1933, serial No. 
702,949. Divided and this application January 
15, 1940, Serial No. 33,918 

(C. 235-63) 14 Claims. 

This invention relates to a machine having a 
shiftable carriage and has particular reference 
to a calculating machine of the type used to 
perform the cardinal calculations, including divi 
sion and multiplication. 
The invention is illustrated as embodied in a 

calculating machine of the type disclosed and 
claimed in Patent Number 2,211,736, issued 
August 13, 1940, on the copending application 
of Harold T. Avery, entitled “Calculating ma 
chines,' Serial Number 702,949, filed December 
eighteenth, 1933, of which the present applica 
tion is a division. Reference is hereby made to 
the above Avery patent for disclosure of a com 
plete calculating machine including mechanisms 
not specifically described herein. It is to be un 
derstood, however, that although the invention 
is shown as applied to a machine of the general 
type disclosed in the above patent, the invention 
is also applicable to calculating machines of 
other types. 

Calculating machines of the type referred to 
above usually have incorporated therein a sta 
tionary body "portion and a laterally shiftable 
carriage thereon carrying the various calculation 
registering mechanisms. The carriage is shifta 
ble either under automatic or manual control to 
different positions in order to enable the actu 
ators, under control of certain selecting mecha 
nism in the main body portion of the machine, 
to actuate different orders of the registering 
mechanism. 
The principal object of the present invention 

is to provide a machine in which the carriage 
may be automatically shifted in either direction 
from any. position to any other pre-selected 
position. 
Another object is to provide improved setting 

and Operating means for such carriage shifting 
mechanisms. 
Another object is to provide a machine in 

which the carriage can be automatically trav 
ersed to a pre-selected position as an incident 
to the termination of a calculation operation, 
such as a division or multiplication operation. 
Another object is to provide optional controls 

whereby the carriage may be moved to a pre 
Selected position, either under manual control 
at any time or automatically as an incident to 
the termination of a multiplication or division 
Operation. 
Another object is to provide means settable to 

indicate a given carriage position and means for 
later initiating movement of the carriage to the 
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Cating means, thereby obviating the necessity of 
resetting the indicating means if it is desired 
to again return the carriage to the indicated 
position. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

provide improved means for shifting a carriage 
in either direction. 
The machine of the present invention enables 

the operator to pre-select any of a number of 
carriage positions and thereafter, either on ter 
mination of a multiplication or division opera 
tion or on depressing a tabulator key, the car 
riage will automatically return to the pre-selected 
position. This operation obviates the necessity 
for the operator to direct his entire attention to 
the positioning of the carriage after one calcu 
lation and preparatory to the next calculation, 
as is necessary when the stopping of the carriage 
is determined by manual release of a shift key 
just as the carriage reaches its desired starting 
position. Thus, in a machine embodying the 
present invention, the operator will be free to 
prepare the various selecting and control keys 
for the next calculation while the carriage is 
being automatically moved to its predetermined 
starting position. 
The manner in which the above and other 

objects of the invention are accomplished will 
be readily understood on reference to the foll 
lowing specification when read in conjunction 
with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a plan view of a calculating machine 
embodying the present invention and showing 
the keyboard, carriage, and the several controls. 

Figure 2 is a sectional side elevation showing 
details of portions of the power operated mecha 
nism utilized for shifting the carriage. 

Figure 3 is a sectional view taken in part along 
the line 3-3 in Figure 2, showing the construc 

40 tion of the shift unit and its connection to the 

45 

carriage. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate details of the control 

mechanism for the shift unit. 
Figure 6 is a sectional side elevation view illus 

trating the mechanism controlled by the tabu 
lator key, and the carriage, for operating the 
carriage shifting mechanism. 

Figure 7 is a sectional side elevation view taken 
through the forward portion of the machine and 

50 illustrating details of a portion of the tabulator 
controlling mechanism. 

Figure 8 is a sectional view taken along the 
line 8-8 of Figure 7 and showing the connection 
between the tabulator key and certain parts of 

indicated position without disturbing the indi- 55 the tabulator control mechanism. 

  



2 
Figure 9 is a sectional view taken along the 

line 9-9 of Figure 7, showing a portion of the 
tabulator mechanism. 

Figure 10 is a sectional plan view taken 
through a portion of the tabulator control mech 
anism. 

Figure 11 illustrates the details of construction 
of the dial assembly associated with the tabul 
lator control knob. 

Figure 12 is a plan view, with parts broken 
away, showing a portion of the tabulator control 
mechanism in the frame of the machine, and 
the relation of this control mechanism to the 
carriage. 
Figure 13 is a sectional side elevation view 

taken through the machine and illustrating the 
carriage dipping mechanism and certain mecha 
nism utilized in connection with the shifting of 
the carriage. 

Figure 14 illustrates certain details of the 
mechanism utilized in connection with the car 
riage dipping mechanism. 
Figure 15 is a transverse sectional view through 

the carriage illustrating the mechanism for dis 
connecting the carriage from the carriage shift 
ing mechanism. 

Referring to Figure 1, the calculating machine 
is shown as comprising a keyboard having a 
number of aligned rows of numeral keys 00. The 
keys 00 determine the amount entered by the 
actuating mechanism into the different orders of 
an accumulator register 238, provided in a shift 
able carriage 250, in accordance with the numer 
ical values of the particular keys 00 depressed. 
Add and subtract bars 800 and 860, respective 

ly, are provided for controlling such actuating 
mechanism (not shown) to add or subtract an 
amount set up in the various keys 0 to or from 
an amount set up in the register 28, while a 
division key 970 is provided to control the actu 
ating mechanism to divide an amount set upon 
the keys 100 into an amount appearing on the 
register 238. A stop key 985 is provided for ar 
resting the operation of the machine in automat 
ic division whenever desired. A row of multiplier 
keys 200 is arranged along the right hand side 
of the machine to control the actuator mecha 
nism to multiply an amount set up on keys 
by an amount corresponding to the numerical 
value of the particular multiplier key depressed. 
The manner in which the above mentioned ac 

tuating mechanism is controlled by the various 
control keys is described in detail in the above 
mentioned patent. The keyboard also includes a 
tabulator key 500 for initiating carriage move 
ment to a position determined by the setting of 
a tabulator knob (499, and a back space key 

os for initiating, when depressed, a one step 
shift of the carriage to the right. 
The carriage 250, in addition to its accumu 

lator register 238, comprises a pair of counter 
registers 800 and 80 aligned side by side, di 
rectly above the register 238, for the purpose of 
counting the various machine cycles and thereby 
displaying the quotient in division operations and 
the multiplier in multiplication operations. 
The carriage of the machine illustrated is nov 

able in either direction to nine different posi 
tions. However, the number of positions may 
be increased or decreased as desired without af 
fecting the mode of operation of the machine. 
The position of the carriage at any one time 
is indicated by a stationary pointer 498 which, 
in the example illustrated in Figure 1, indicates 
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(not shown). 

2,291,188 
the carriage is in the number "three' posi 

Og 

The carriage is supported in the machine for 
transverse shifting in either direction by parallel 
shafts 259 and 260 (Figures 12 and 15) secured 
to opposite ends of the carriage and slidable in 
suitable bushings (not shown) positioned in sta 
tionary side frames on opposite sides of the ma 
chine. 

Carriage shifting mechanism 
Shifting of the carriage 259 is effected from a 

driving motor (not shown) by a shift mechanism 
illustrated in Figures 2 to 5, inclusive, under 
control of a control member 30 rockable on a 
shaft 80. Member 300 is rocked either clock 
Wise or counter-clockwise under manual or au 

tle control in a manner to be described 
. 

When member 30 is moved clockwise, an ex 
tension 802 thereon is positioned in engagement 
with a toothed wheel 30 and the carriage is 
shifted to the right. When member f is noved 
counter-clockwise, it positions a point 304 there 
on in engagement with a star wheel and the 
carriage is shifted to the left. 

it e engagement of the toothed wheel or 
of the wheel 805 by the control member re 
sults in the selective turning of a carriage shift 
ing shaft 384 by power transmitted through the 
following mechanism. A gear 62 (Figure 3) 
continuously rotated by the driving notor (not 
shown) whenever the motor circuit is closed, is 
secured to a shaft 3. which is journaled in 
bearings provided in center and right side 
frames 524 and B, respectively. A sleeve 88, 
also secured to the shaft fo, has mounted 
thereon a gear 48, driving certain related parts 

A member 307 is suitably fixed 
to the sleeve 808 and has a pair of lugs formed 
thereon and extending into notches formed 
in the gear B48 to provide a driving connection 
between this gear and shaft 0. 
A spider 39 is secured to the gear and 

sleeve 308 by riveting over the end of sleeve 8 
upon which the spider 309 is fixed. Spider 39 
has welded to One side thereof an internal ring 
gear 85. This gear 35 is in mesh with three 
planetary gears , each riveted to one end of 
a respective shaft , three such shafts being 
journaled in bearings equi-spaced from each 
other in a toothed wheel . The planetary 
gears 36 also mesh with a sun gear 82 formed 
upon one end of a sleeve 32, which is rotatably 
mounted on a reduced portion of the shaft fit 
and has the star wheel lot suitably secured 
thereto. Planetary gears f22 are formed on 
the opposite ends of shafts and mesh with 
a sun gear 827 rotatably mounted on the sleeve 
f32 f, and secured to a gear 824. 
Gear B48 always rotates when the motor is ro 

tating, so that the ring gear S drives plane 
tary gears 3 and 22, revolving then idly 
around gear.f32 which remains stationary, and 
driving gear 20, sleeve f2 and star wheel 8 
idly. If the toothed wheel 808 is held, however, 
by extension 302, revolution of the planetary 
gears 8 and 22 about gear 2 is prevented 
and the planetary gears rotate about their own 
axes to rotate the sun gear 2 and its associat 
ed gear 824. In this case, sun gear 2, sleeve 
f2 and star wheel 305 merely idle on shaft 

06. If, however, the star wheel 305 is held 
by point 30 of control member 800, the sun 
gear 320 will be held stationary and the plane 



2,291,133 
tary gears 36 and 322 will both rotate about 
their own axes and revolve about the gear 327 
driving the gear 324 in the opposite direction. 
This selective reversal of rotation of gear 324 is 
utilized to effect a shift of the Carriage in either 
direction. 
A gear 326 (Figure 3) is rotatably mounted 

on a hollow shaft 33 between a cam 332 (Fig 
lures 3 and 5) and a spacer 330 keyed to said 
shaft. A sleeve 333 (Figures 3 and 4) is also 
rotatably mounted on the hollow shaft and Sup 
ports a cam 334 thereon, while a centralizer disc 
335 is keyed to the hollow shaft 33. A spring 
f337 is compressed between a lock washer 338 
and lock nuts 339 mounted on a threaded shaft 
336 which is screwed into the hollow shaft 33. 
This construction provides for a friction drive 
connection between gear 326 and shaft 33 
effected by cam 332 and spacer 330 which are 
keyed to shaft 33 and pressed against the gear 
f326 by spring 337 bearing against the lock 
washer 338, the centralizer disc 335, the spacer 
f333, and the cam 332. ? 
The hollow shaft 33 is supported in a suit 

able bearing 340 provided in the supporting 
plate 524 of the machine. A mitre gear 34 is 
fixed on the end of the shaft 33 f and meshes 
with a mitre gear 342 mounted on the lower end 

5 

10 

3 
member is rocked clockwise or counter-clockwise 
to initiate a carriage shift, the projection 353 
will seat either under or above the ear 354 on 
member 300 and therefore latch that member 
in its displaced position. 
Upon rotation of shaft 33 (see also Figure 4), 

lever 350 is moved by cam 334 to release the 
ear 354 at about the middle of the carriage 
shifting cycle. An arm 356 is secured to a bush 
ing f345 pinned to shaft 35 and includes an ex 
tension or nose 357 engaging the periphery of 
cam 334 so that when this cam rotates, the lever 
356 is moved in a counter-clockwise direction to 
engage an ear 358 on lever 350 and rock it to 
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of the vertical shaft 334, rotatably supported in . 
an angle piece 343 secured to the base plate 
25 of the machine which also carries a sleeve 
bearing 344 riveted to the angle piece, which 
bearing supports an end of the hollow shaft 33. 
A plate 333 is secured to the upper end of 

shaft 334 and has a pair of diametrically opposed 
rollers 332 mounted on the upper surface thereof. 
Rollers 332 mesh with the teeth of a comb 330 
(Figures 3, 12, and 15) supported at the rear 
of the carriage 250 and thereby shift the car 
riage transversely on rotation of shaft 334. 

It should be noted that the various teeth in 
comb 330 are spaced apart from each other a 
distance equal to the spacing between each of 
the nine different carriage positions. Thus, each 
half rotation of the shafts 334 and 33 will shift 
the carriage from one operating position to the 
next. To enable manual shifting of the carriage 
independently of the shifting mechanism, the 
comb 330 is pivoted on a shaft 33 (Figure 15) 
and is rockable out of engagement with the rollers 
332 on the plate 33. The comb 330 has a slot 
formed in a vertical wall thereof, into which slot 
a lug 339 formed on a lever 335 extends. The 
lever 335 is also pivoted on the shaft 33 and 
extends through a slot in the carriage cover, ter 
minating in a handle 336. The lever 335 is 
normally held in a raised position against a stop 
pin 338 by a tension spring 337 so as to position 
the Comb 330 in mesh with the rollers 332. How 
ever, when the handle is depressed by the opera 
tor the comb 330 is raised away from the rollers 
enabling the carriage to be moved sideways. 
Spring means are provided to centralize the 

control member 300 into the position shown in 
Figure 2, as will be described hereinafter, and, 
in order to maintain the member 300 in displaced 
position until the carriage has been shifted a 
full step, once a shift is initiated, the following 
mechanism is provided. 
A latch lever 350 (Figure 2) is pivoted on a 

shaft 35 and is urged in a clockwise direction 
by a tension spring 352. When member 300 
is in its centralized position indicated in Figure 2, 
a projection 353 on lever 350 abuts an ear 354 
formed on the member 300. However, when the 
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release extension 354. 
It is to be noted that the cam 334 includes two 

opposite steep rises over which the nose 357 rides. 
Upon clockwise rotation of the cam from the 
position shown in Figure 4, the nose 357 rides 
Over One of these rises at about the middle of the 
cycle, while, if counter-clockwise rotation of the 
cam 334 took place, the arm 356 would be 
moved a distance sufficient to release the ear 
354 early in the cycle. To secure the same 

cyclic time of operation of the lever 350, regard 
less of the direction of carriage shift, the cam 
334 is free on the sleeve 333, unaffected by 
Spring 337 which presses disc 335 against the 
end of sleeve 333, and is driven by the cen 
tralizer disc 335 which is keyed to shaft 33. 
AS appears in Figure 2, this disc 335 includes 
an elongated notch or depression 360 in which 
a roller 36 on cam 334 is movable. Upon 
clockwise rotation of the centralizer disc 335 
from the position shown in Figure 2, roller f36 
on cam 334 is engaged immediately by the ad 
jacent edge of the notch 360 and the cam 334 
is rotated. However, upon counter-clockwise ro 
tation of the centralizer disc 335, the roller 36 
is engaged by the opposite side of the notch 360 
of the disc 335 only after the centralizer has 
rotated nearly half a revolution so that the rock 
ing of the arm 356 and disengagement of the 
ear 354 occurs at the same cyclic time in each 
C8Se. 
The Centralizer disc carries two rollers 363 

(Figure 2) against which an arm of bell crank 
364 bears under the pull of a spring 364A so 
as to centralize the drive unit as well as the car 
riage proper at the end of a carriage shift, pro 
viding, of course, the member 300 is centralized 
at this time. 
To further aid in maintaining the control 

member 300 in controlling position until just 
before the end of a carriage step or shift, a lever 
365 (Figures 2 and 5) is provided. Lever 365 

is also mounted upon the shaft 35 f and is pulled 
by spring 366 in a counter-clockwise direction 
so that its tail 367 rides against the periphery 
of cam 332. This cam 332, which is keyed to 
the hollow shaft 33, serves to rock the point 
368 on the lever 365 into and out of engage 
ment with the shelf 354, the point lying either 
above or below the shelf depending upon the 
direction of movement of the member 300. The 
lever 365 is moved in to hold the shelf 354 just 
before the projection 353 is pulled out and thus 
ensures that the clutch operation will continue. 
This lever 365 is rocked out just before the end 
of each individual shift cycle so that member 
300 can be centralized to disengage the unit and 
the shift will end, unless the shift called for is a 
multi-order shift, in which event member 300 
will be held in its displaced position by other 
means hereinafter described. 



4. 
The shifting mechanism is maintained in a 

neutral position when not called on to shift the 
carriage by the following mechanism. Referring 
to Figures 2 and 6, the control member 800 is 
pivotally connected to a link 374, the other end 
of which is pivoted to the upper end of a lever 
375 rockable about a shaft 376. Lever 35 

is resiliently maintained in a centralized position, 
to maintain the control member 3 in a cen 
tralized position, by a centralizing lever 40 
which is pivoted at 4 on a stationary pin ex 
tending from the machine frame. Lever 40 
has an extension a normally in engagement 
with lever 875 above shaft 37 and a lower offset 
portion 4 Obnormally in engagement with lever 
375 below shaft 376. Lever 4D is urged in a 

counter-clockwise direction by a spring 400 ten 
sioned between a stationary pin 40 and an ear 
402 on the lever 4 so as to hold the lever 
375 in the position shown in Figure 6 whenever 
the various shift controlling mechanisms to be 
described hereinafter are not in operative posi 
tions. The lever 40 is also provided with ex 
tending fingers lifts which lie on opposite sides 
of lever 375 and act as guides. - 

TABULATING CARRIAGE SEIT CoNTROLLING 
McCBANISM 

Direction control 
The details of the mechanism for controlling 

the direction and extent to which the carriage 
moves upon depression of the tabulating key 500, 
or at the end of a division or multiplication op 
eration, will now be described. As appears in 
Figure 12, a Geneva cross 20 is mounted on a 
shaft 52 journaled in a bracket 522 on the 
left side frame 523 of the machine. Shaft 52 
is connected by a flexible spring coupling 523 to 
a shaft 524 likewise journaled in brackets 525 
On the side frame. Rotation of the shaft 524 is 
transmitted through another flexible coupling 
52 to an angularly positioned shaft 527 jour 

naled in brackets 528 on the side frame and 
bottom frame 25 of the machine to another 
flexible connection U20' which is connected to a 
stub shaft 53 (Figure 10) journaled in a bear 
ing 534 on a vertical flange S4 of the bottom 
frame 25 of the machine. A gear 53 is se 
cured to stub shaft 530. The several flexible 
couplings are formed of springs wound over each 
other in opposite directions and inserted into the 
shafts to which they are joined and wherein they 
are secured by set screws and sweating. 
The Geneva cross 52 (Figure 12) engages a 

rack 52 which is fixed to the carriage along the 
left hand rear side thereof, each step of move 
ment of the carriage from one position to the 
next causing a ninety degree rotation of the 
Geneva cross. This results in a quarter rotation 
of the gear 53 and its shaft 58 (see also Fig 
lure 10) in the supporting bearing 54. Rotation 
of gear fif also rotates a gear 53B meshing 
therewith, which is fixed to a sun gear SST (Fig 
ure 10) formed on a shaft 538. This shaft (S8 
is journaled at one end in a member 1539 riveted 
to the flange 540 and at the other end in one end 
of a shaft 54 f. Rotation of the sun gear 537 
causes rotation of dual planetary gears 42 and 
543 to rotate a ring gear 544, revolution of the 
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planetary gear support being prevented except 70 
during manual setting. The planetary gears are 
disposed on opposite ends of a shaft journaled in 
a plate 545, secured on shaft 54, rotatably 
mounted in a supporting bearing 54 so that it 
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which is utilized to predetermine the position to 
which the carriage is to return, but will otherwise 
remain fixed. 
The ring gear 544 is secured to a spider 548 

(see also Figure 9) having an extension 549. 
This extension is provided with a pin 550 which, 
as the spider is rotated, moves around the inner 
periphery of a member 55, pivotally mounted 
by means of stud 553 in bushing in front frame 
member 26. 

In that position shown in Figure 9, the pin 550 
is seated in a notch 552 in member 55, this 
position corresponding to that which the parts 
occupy when the carriage is in the position cor 
responding to the carriage position indicated by 
the setting of knob (99. 
As shown in Figures 10 and 11, the knob 499 is 

fixed to shaft fill and is manually adjustable into 
nine different rotational positions. For the pur 
pose of holding shaft 54 in any selected posi 
tion a ratchet member 1564, keyed to shaft 54 f, 
is engaged by a roller 563 mounted on a lever 
56, pivoted at 562 to the frame member 2 (6. 

Roller 563 is pulled into any one of nine equi 
spaced notches in member 1564 by a spring 565 
to hold the shaft in any adjusted position. A dial 
f 560 keyed to shaft 54 carries numerals 566, 
visible through an opening 56T (Figure 1) in the 
cover 5 of the machine so that the setting of the 
tabulator may be readily noted. 
The mechanism whereby the knob 499 revolves 

the planetary gears 542 and S3 to any of a 
series of radial stations about shaft 54 consti 
tutes a means for forming a series of mechanical 
representations corresponding to the respective 
positions of the carriage, because in each of the 
radial positions, or stations, to which these gears 
may be set, the mechanism controlled thereby 
will cause the carriage to be arrested when it 
reaches a different position corresponding to the 
setting of the gear positioning mechanism. 
From the above it will be readily understood 

that the pin 550 will be differentially moved to 
either side of its position shown in Figure 9 in 
accordance with both the carriage position at any 
one time and the setting of knob 499. Thus, 
when the carriage 250 moves to the left of a posi 
tion indicated by the setting of knob 499, the pin 
55 rocks out of notch SS2 and in a counter 

clockwise direction about shaft 54 f. This motion 
of pin 550 causes it to rise against the upper in 
ner periprery of lever member 55 and thus cause 
that member to rock clockwise on its supporting 
stud 553. Likewise, when the carriage 250 moves 
to the right of a position indicated by the setting 
of knob. 490, the pin S50 will cause the lever 
member to rock counter-clockwise from the po 
sition shown in Figure 9. 
The tail of member SS is bifurcated (Figure 

9) to receive one end of a lever 554 pivotally 
supported on a pin 555 (Figure 7) and which 
carries a stud 556 lying in a slot in a lever 50. 
Lever SD is rockable about a shaft 5 to either 
side of the medial position shown in Figure 7 and 
forms a direction control member to determine 
the direction of the carriage shift when such 
takes place. That is, the lever 50 is positioned 
on one side or the other of its medial position de 
pending on whether the position of the carriage 
is to one side or the other of the carriage posi 
tion indicated by the knob 499. 
Member 5 has a T-shaped slot 52 therein, 

the lowermost portion or stem of which is dis 
posed substantially vertically when the member 

can be set to any desired position by knob 1499, f is in its medial position. A pin 53, mounted 
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on a link 59 pivoted at 487 to a link 50 free 
on a shaft 478, extends into the slot 52 and 
normally rides in the upper portion thereof when 
the tabulator shift is inoperative due to a spring 
558 which raises the forward end of link 59. 
On initiation of operation of the tabulator shift 
in a manner hereinafter described, the pin is is 
forced into the stem of the T-slot 52 and, 
therefore, the link S9 is moved to the left or 
to the right, as viewed in Figure, depending on 
the position of lever 50 at that time. 
Such movement of link 59 initiates operation 

of the carriage shifting mechanism to shift the 
carriage in one direction or the other accord 
ing to the direction of movement of said link. 
Referring to Figures 6 and 7, a link 4 is also 
pivotally connected at one end thereof to the pin 
487 and has a notch 474 at the other end 

thereof, normally held in engagement with the 
lower end of the carriage shift lever 35 (pre 
viously described in connection with the carriage 
shifting mechanism) by means of a link 47 piv 
otally connected between link 473 and a bell 
crank 026 supported on a shaft 976. Thus, if the 
lever 50 is positioned clockwise of its medial 
position when the tabulating shift operation is 
started by depressing the forward end of link 
59, the shift control lever 300 will likewise be 
moved clockwise to institute a shift of the car 
riage to the right, and if lever 50 is positioned 
counter-clockwise of its medial position at such 
time a shift to the left will be instituted. 

Actuation 
Actuation of the tabulating carriage shift con 

trolling mechanism to cause the carriage 2 to 
be shifted to the left or right to any position 
determined by the setting of knob 1499 may be 
effected either manually by depression of the tab 
ulating key 500 or automatically as an incident 
to the termination of a multiplication or division 
Operation when the carriage is moved to its left 
most position. 

10 

20 

Describing first the manual actuation of the 
tabulating shift controls, the tabulator key so 
(Figure 6) is mounted upon a stem 50 sup 
ported by a pin 502 in a slot in the key stem and 
by a lever 503 pinned to a shaft. 478 (Figures 
6, 7, and 8) to which it is pivotally connected. 
and the right side frame 60 and carries there 
This shaft extends through the center frame 52 
and the right side frame 60 and carries there 
on, adjacent the center frame, a member 504 
(Figure 7) which is pinned to the shaft. Freely 
supported upon the shaft f478, adjacent member 
504, is a member 47 provided with a tail S0.5 

carrying a roller (506 overlying lever 59. The 
member 504 and the member 477, respectively, 
include noses extending toward each other and 
retaining a strong compression spring 57. 

. Member 1504 includes a shelf 508 which extends 
beneath the tail SOS to prevent over extension 
of the spring 1507. Movement of member 1504 
by shaft 478 is transmitted to the member 477 
through the spring 50 so that the roller 50 
will be depressed upon depression of the tabulator 
key 500 rocking lever 59 on pivot 487 to de 
press the pin 53 of lever 59 into the stem of 
the T-slot 52 in lever 50 and thus institute 
the carriage shift. 
Means are provided for latching the parts in 

this position to maintain the shifting mechanism 
in operation even though the operator may re 
move his finger from the key 500. The lever 
( 50 includes an extension 54 carrying a pin 
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515 which engages a nose 56 on the ever 
57. , Lever 57 is pivotally supported by a pin 
58 and is pulled by a spring so that its nose 
56 engages the pin 515. Depending upon 

whether the carriage is to the left or to the right 
of the desired position, the pin 55 Will lie either 
above or below the nose 56 or, if the carriage is 
in the position called for by the tabulating set 
ting mechanism, it will stand against the nose as 
appears in Figure 7. If the pin 55 is above 
the nose 56, the pin 53 will ride down the 
left hand side of the T-shaped slot 52 upon 
depression of the key 500 and the link 43 will 
be moved to the right. If the pin 515 is below . 
the nose 56, the pin 53 will ride down the 
right hand side of the notch 52 and the link 
43 Will be moved to the left as is shown in Fig 

lure. 
In either case, the latch end of lever 5 will 

be pulled into engagement with the upper side 
of the stud which carries the roller f306, thereby 
holding the tail 505 and lever 59 depressed. 
Movement of the carriage thus initiated carries it 
toward a position corresponding to the Setting of 
knob (499, and operation of the shifting mech 
anism is automatically terminated when the car 
riage arrives in that position. Pin 550 (Figure 
9) is returned toward notch 552 in member 55 
by such carriage movement, and when the pin 
enters this notch it tends to return member 55 
to the medial position in which the latter is 
shown in Figure 9, although the entire linkage 
comprising member 55, lever 554, lever 51 
(Figure 7), lever 5 9, link 473, lever 375 (Fig 
ure 6) and link 374 will be held displaced until 
near the end of the current shift cycle by the 
shift control member 300 which is held in dis 
placed position until the end of the shift cycle 
by the levers 350 and 365 as previously de 
scribed. At approximately the end of the current 
shift cycle, however, levers 365 and 350 release 
member 300, and centralizer f40 pulled by 
spring 400 returns the entire linkage system 
described above, as well as member 300, to medi 
all position, terminating operation of the shift 
mechanism. 
When lever 50 returns to its medial position 

shown in Figure , due to the movement of the 
carriage 250 into a position corresponding to the 
indicated carriage position of knob 499, the pin 
SfS thereon will rock lever 57 to release the 

stud on which roller 506 is mounted. Retraction 
of roller 506 enables the tabulator key 500 to 
be raised by its spring 50 fa to its inoperative 
position. 
The automatic initiation of the tabulating shift 

mechanism as an incident to termination of a 
multiplication or division calculation operation 
Will now be described. 

Normally, during division and multiplication 
operations, except when the carriage is in its 
extreme left end position, an automatic shift of 
the carriage one step to the left is instituted at 
the completion of the calculation in the partic 
ular order in which the carriage is positioned. 
To accomplish this a link 377 (Figure 6) is pro 
vided which is moved to the left of the position 
shown in Figure 6 as an incident to the termi 
nation of a calculation operation in the partic 
ular order in which the carriage is positioned. 
Movement of link 37 may be accomplished by 
any means Operated as an incident to termina 
tion of a division or multiplication operation in 
each order. I prefer, however, to employ the 
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means disclosed in detail in the above Avery ap 
plication and which will be described hereinafter. 
Link 377 has an upwardly turned end 378, a 
downwardly turned end 890, and is pivotally 
mounted intermediately by a pin 879 on a lever 
380. The lever 380 is pivotally supported on 
a shaft 38 mounted in the frame of the ma 
chine while a spring 382 is provided between 
an extension of the lever 380 and link to 
pull the link 37 counter-clockwise. Lever 380 
is pivoted at the upper end thereof to a dog 83 
having a shoulder formed thereon which is nor 
mally in engagement with an ear 384 on the link 
374, except when the carriage is in its left end 

position. The dog 383 has an elongated slot 
576 therein which rides over a pin 574 formed 

on an arm of a lever 572, pivotally mounted in 
the frame of the machine, which lever is nor 
mally held in the position illustrated in Figure 
6, except when the carriage is in its left end 
position. 
The right hand end of link 3TT has the nose 

385, thereof normally positioned below and 
against an extension 386 of an actuating men 
ber for moving the link 3. 
At the beginning of the division or multipli 

cation operation in any one particular carriage 
order the extension 386 is moved to the right 
enabling the spring 382 to position the nose 
385 of link 37 against the left hand edge of 

this extension 386. At the end of the operation 
in the particular carriage order the extension 
386 moves to the left to likewise move link 
to the left and, since the dog 383 is in engage 
ment with the ear 384 of link 374, the shift 
control member 300 will be rocked counter 
clockwise through the link 34 and thus engage 
its point 304 with the star wheel 1305 (Figure 
2) of the carriage shifting mechanism and start 
a shift to the left. To insure a single step of 
movement of the carriage the link 3 is rocked 
clockwise against the action of the spring 82 
by suitable means (to be described later) during 
the shifting operation and thereby move the 
nose 385 of link 37 under the extension 86 
as shown in Figure 6. 
As the carriage is shifted into its left end posi 

tion a nose 50 (Figure 6) on the right hand 
end of carriage 250 engages a beveled nose 57 
on lever 52 to rock that lever in a counter-r 
clockwise direction about its supporting shaft 
56 against the tension of spring 58. The 

counter-clockwise rotation of lever 57.2 raises 
the dog 383 to remove the bottom shoulder 
thereof from against ear 384 on link 374 and 
bring an upper shoulder 57 of dog 888 into 
engagement with a shelf 578 on a lever 57 
pinned to a shaft 580. Thereafter, on leftward 
movement of extension 386 as an incident to 
the termination of the calculation in the last 
carriage order (as described hereinbefore) dog 
f8 is rocked to shift the lever 579 to the left 
so that shaft 580 is rocked in a clockwise direc 
tion. This results in clockwise movement of a 
lever 58 also pinned to shaft 580 and a move 
ment to the left in Figure 6 of a link 582 against 
the pull of a spring 583. Link 1582 is connected 
by a pin and slot connection 584 to a lever 585 
pinned to shaft 478, as appears in Figure 8, so 
that the shaft 478 is rocked and the same action 
instituted as if the tabulating key 500 had been 
depressed. This results in the carriage being 
moved to that position determined by the tabu 
lating setting mechanism. 
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2,291,133 
AUTOMATIC CARRIAGE SHIFT CONTROL DURING 

DIVISION AND MULTIPLICATION 

As described hereinbefore, the carriage shift 
initiating link 37 (Figure 6) is moved to the 
left as an incident to the termination of a divi 
Sion or multiplication operation in each carriage 
position so as to move the dog 388 leftward and 
thereby institute either a carriage shift to the 
left or actuation of the tabulating shift control 
mechanism depending on the position of the 
carriage 250. 
Although any means may be employed to 

actuate link 3 the following mechanism, dis 
closed in the above Avery application, is pref 
erably employed. 

Referring to Figure 13, the carriage has a series 
of aligned plates, one of which is shown at 266, 
all connected at their rear ends to a ball 269 
and supported at their forward ends for pivotal 
movement on a shaft 262. Three shafts 20, 
272, and 20 are supported by the plates 266 and 
form part of the accumulator register 238. A 
pair of gears 278 and 27, meshing with each 
other, are mounted on the shafts 270 and 22, 
respectively, in each order of the register, each 
gear 278 driving a respective dial shell 29. A 
pawl 39, rockably mounted on shaft 820, is pro 
vided in each order and is urged by a spring 
into engagement with the teeth of the respective 
gear 2 to hold that gear stationary whenever 
it is not actuated by an actuator gear 89. Each 
shell 279 has a series of numerals from "zero" to 
'nine' spaced around the periphery thereof, One 
of which is always visible through an Opening 
formed in the cover of the carriage 250. The 
various dial shells in the different orders of the 
register 238 are connected together through 
suitable tens-carrying mechanism (not shown). 
At the beginning of a calculation operation, 

such as multiplication or division, the ball 260 
is dipped to mesh the gears 2 with respective 
actuator gears 89 which are mounted on sleeves 
69 journaled on a shaft 0. Thereafter, the 

actuator gears 9 are rotated differential 
amounts in a manner described in the above 
mentioned application. After the conclusion of 
rotation of the gears 89, the gears 27, having 
transmitted a certain rotation to the dial shells 
29, are raised out of mesh with gears 89, and, 
in the case of multiplication or division, the car 
riage is automatically shifted to the left one 
step preparatory to continuation of the problem. 
The means for dipping the carriage, from that 

position in which it appears in Figure 13, to bring 
gears 27 into mesh with gears 89 and then 
elevate the carriage at completion of the calcu 
lation in the particular carriage position con 
prise vertical sliding links, one of which is shown 
at 586, slidable over pins 56 on opposite sides of 
the machine. Each link is provided with rollers 
56 engaging ball 269, the links being biased up 
Wardly by a spring 569. Links 566 are hinged to 
can levers STO and 57 by pins 572. The can 
levers 50 are rockable on a shaft 225 and carry 
rollers 57 in engagement with cams 574 keyed 
on a shaft so that the links 566 are positively 
pulled down by rotation of shaft 43. 
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Means are provided for latching the carriage in 
raised position when the accumulator is not in 
Operation and during shifting operations, and for 
latching the carriage in its lower position during 
engagement of gears 27 and 89. This means 
includes a latch lever 575 in the form of a bell 
crank pivoted at 576 and having a nose STT 
formed at the upper end thereof to engage the 
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lower edge of lateral extensions 578 on cam le 
vers 570 and 57. The latch levers are urged to 
engage the extensions 578 by a spring 579, and 
are normally effective to maintain the carriage 
in its raised position. 
To disengage the latch levers 575 and permit 

lowering of the carriage upon beginning of a 
setting clutch operation (not shown) preparatory 
to a calculation operation, as well as to latch 
the carriage in its lower position, means are pro 
vided to move levers 575 and so rock their noses 
57 out of engagement with the lower edges of 
extensions 578, and back into engagement with 
the upper edges thereof. A lever 580 is secured 
to a shaft 58 in position to be engaged by an ex 
tension 582 on a plate indicated by dot-dash lines 
552 rockable on shaft 225 (Figure 13) so that 
rocking of plate 552 by reverse cams 550 and 55, 
keyed on shaft 43, also rocks shaft 58, to which 
rocking arms 583 and 584 are attached. Arm 583 
is connected to levers 575 by pivotal connections 
585 so that when the levers are thus rocked, the 
links 566 are not held by noses 577, and cams 54 
may then lower the plates 266 to engage the gears 
27 with the actuator gears 89. As the gears 27 
are moved into mesh with the gears 89, cams 550 
and 55, by rocking plate 552 permit springs 579 
to pull the latch levers 575 counter-clockwise to 
reengage noses 577 over extensions 58. 

Pawls 20, normally in engagement with the 
gears 89 when the gears 2 are raised, are re 
leased from the blocking of gears 89 when gears 
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27 are lowered. Pawls 20 fare keyed on a shaft 
202 to which is also keyed a lever 586 slotted to 
receive a pin 587 provided on an upwardly extend 
ing arm 588 formed on the rocking cam lever 50. 
As an incident to termination of rotation of the 
various actuator gears 89, a sleeve 594, rotatably 
mounted on a shaft 595 is rotated by a "restore 
clutch' 700. A can 593 (Figure 14) Secured On 
the sleeve 594 is thus rotated. This can rocks a 
lever 59 clockwise about a shaft 590 to move 
lever 584 and so rock shaft 58 and levers 575 
to release the latched-down carriage. 
The sleeve 594 carries another cam 596 (Fig 

ure 13) which is employed to prevent the car 
riage from rising too rapidly. A lever 597, hinged 
on a shaft 598, bears against cam 596 and against 
a lever 599 keyed to a shaft 600. Levers 60 are 
also keyed to this shaft and joined by pin and 
slot connections 602 to the links 566 so that the 
rate of rise of the links 566 under the pull of 
spring 569 is no greater than that permitted by 
cam 596. 
As the cam lever 570 is rocked counter-clock 

wise due to raising of the links 566 as an incident 
to the termination of the calculation in the par 
ticular carriage order, the extension 386 on le 
ver 570, which extension is now to the right of 
the nose 385 of link 377, will engage that link 
and shift it to the left, thereby instituting a shift 
of the carriage 250 to the left unless it is in its 
leftmost position. 
To ensure that the carriage shift is limited to a 

single step, lever 3TT is rocked clockwise and is 
disengaged from extension 386, during the car 
riage shift. It will be recalled that during the 

. . carriage shift operation cycle, cam 34 operates 
to move lever 356 (Figures 4 and 6) in a counter 
clockwise direction to remove lever 35 from en 
gagement with extension 354 on the shift con 
trol member 300. Movement of the lever 356 
also rocks a bell crank indicated by the dot-dash 
lines 387 (Figure 6) clockwise about a shaft 388 
so that a shelf 389 thereon, which lies beneath 
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the link 37, rocks link 377 clockwise about the 
pin 379 to release its nose 385 from extension 
386. The shift control member 300 is thus 
freed from the restraint of extension f386 and can 
be released and centralized at the end of a single 
cycle of operation. During the first cycle of op 
eration of the shifting mechanism, in the course 
of an automatically initiated tabulation opera 
tion, the same mechanism frees member 8 
from lug 1386 to permit key 500 to rise at the 
end of the Operation. 

I claim: 
1. In a machine of the class described having a 

frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon 
to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in Synchronism with 
said carriage to a position corresponding to the 
position occupied by said carriage; tabulation 
control means including devices settable to any 
of a series of positions, each position correspond 
ing to one of the respective operating positions 
of the carriage; direction control means includ 
ing an element selectively settable jointly by said 
member and said devices upon setting movements 
of said carriage position mechanism and said 
tabulation control means or either of them, to 
control the direction of operation of said carriage 
shifting mechanism; and means controlled by said 
element, and operable after the same has been 
selectively set, for selectively initiating operation 
of said carriage shifting mechanism to cause 
shifting of the carriage in one direction or the 
other in accordance with the setting of said ele 
ment. 2. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there 
on to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in Synchronism 
with said carriage to a position corresponding 
to the position occupied by said carriage; tabul 
lation control means including mechanism mail 
ually settable to indicate any of a Series of op 
erating positions of said carriage, and devices 
adjustable by said mechanism to correspondence 
With such indication; direction control means 
including an element selectively settable jointly 
by said member and said devices upon setting 
movements of said carriage position mechanism 
and said tabulation control means or either of 
them, to control the direction of operation of 
said carriage shifting mechanism; and means 
controlled by said element, and Operable after the 
same has been selectively set, for selectively ini 
tiating operation of said carriage shifting mech 
anism to cause shifting of the carriage in one 
direction or the other in accordance with the 
setting of said element. 

3. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there 
on to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in synchronism with 
said carriage to a position corresponding to the 
position occupied by said carriage; tabulation 
control means including devices settable to any 
of a series of positions, each position Correspond 
ing to one of the respective operating positions 
of the carriage; direction control means includ 

75 
ing an element selectively settable jointly by said 
member and said devices upon setting move 
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ments of said carriage position mechanism and 
said tabulation control means or either of them, 
to control the direction of operation of said car 
riage shifting mechanism; means controlled by 
said element, and operable after the same has 
been selectively set, for Selectively initiating op 
eration of said carriage shifting mechanism to 
cause shifting of the carriage in one direction 
or the other in accordance with the setting of 
said element, and means responsive to said mem 
ber and devices upon adjustment thereof to cor 
respondence, for arresting operation of said car 
riage shifting mechanism. 

4. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there 
on to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in synchronism with 
said carriage to a position corresponding to the 
position occupied by said carriage; tabulation 
control means including devices settable to any 
of a series of positions, each position correspond 
ing to one of the respective/operating positions 
of the carriage; direction control means includ 
ing an element selectively settable jointly by said 
member and said devices upon setting movements 
of said carriage position mechanism and said 
tabulation control means or either of them, to 
control the direction of operation of said car 
riage shifting mechanism; means controlled by 
said element, and operable after the same has 
been selectively set, for selectively initiating op 
eration of said carriage shifting mechanism to 
cause shifting of the carriage in one direction 
or the other in accordance with the setting of 
Said element, and means responsive to said direc 
tion control means for arresting operation of 
said carriage shifting mechanism. 

5. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there 
on to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in synchronism 
with said carriage to a position corresponding 
to the position occupied by said carriage; tabu 
lation control means including devices settable 
to any of a series of positions, each position cor 
responding to one of the respective operating 
positions of the carriage; direction control means 
including an element selectively settable jointly 
by Said member and said devices upon setting 
movements of said carriage position mechanism 
and said tabulation control means or either of 
them, to control the direction of operation of 
said carriage shifting mechanism; means con 
trolled by said element, and operable after the 
Sane has been selectively set, for selectively ini 
tiating operation of said carriage shifting mech 
anism to cause shifting of the carriage in one 
direction or the other in accordance with the 
setting of said element, latch means for main 
taining said carriage shifting mechanism in op 
eration after initiation of the operation thereof, 
and means responsive to said member and said 
devices upon adjustment thereof to correspond 
ence, for rendering said latch means ineffective. 

6. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there 
on to any of a series of operating positions, and 
laotor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in symchronism 
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with said carriage to a position corresponding to 
the position occupied by said carriage; tabula 
tion control means including devices settable to 
any of a series of positions, each position cor 
responding to one of the respective operating 
positions of the carriage; direction control means 
including an element selectively settable jointly 
by said member and said devices upon setting 
movements of said carriage position mechanism 
and said tabulation control means or either of 
then, to control the direction of operation of 
said carriage shifting mechanism; means con 
trolled by said element, and operable after the 
same has been selectively set, for selectively ini 
tiating operation of said carriage shifting mech 
anism to cause shifting of the carriage in one 
direction or the other in accordance with the 
setting of said element, latch means for main 
taining said carriage shifting mechanism in op 
eration after initiation of the operation thereof, 
and means responsive to said direction control 
means for rendering said latch means ineffective, 

7. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable there 
on to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in synchronism with 
said carriage to a position corresponding to the 
position occupied by said carriage; tabulation 
control means including mechanism manually 
settable to indicate any of a series of operating 
positions of said carriage, and devices adjustable 
by said mechanism to correspondence with such 
indication; direction control means including an 
element selectively settable jointly by said men 
ber and said devices upon setting movements of 
said carriage position mechanism and said tabu 
lation control means or either of them, to control 
the direction of operation of said carriage shift 
ing mechanism; means controlled by said ele 
ment, and operable after the same has been 
selectively set, for selectively initiating operation 
of said carriage shifting mechanism to cause 
shifting of the carriage in one direction or the 
other in accordance with the setting of said ele 
ment, and means responsive to said member and devices upon adjustment thereof to correspond 
ence, for arresting operation of said carriage 
shifting mechanism. 

8. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon 
to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in synchronism with 
said carriage to a position corresponding to the 
position occupied by said carriage; tabulation 
control means including mechanism manually 
settable to indicate any of a series of operating 
positions of said carriage, and devices adjustable 
by said mechanism to correspondence with such 
indication; direction control means including an 
element selectively settable jointly by said mem 
ber and said devices upon setting movements 
of said carriage position mechanism and said tab 
ulation control means or either of them, to con 
trol the direction of operation of said carriage 
shifting mechanism; means controlled by said 
element, and operable after the same has been 
selectively set, for selectively initiating operation 
of said carriage . shifting mechanism to cause 
shifting of the carriage in one direction or the 
other in accordance with the setting of said 
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element, and means responsive to said direction 
control means for arresting operation of said 
carriage shifting mechanism. 

9. In a machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereon 
to any of a series of operating positions, and 
motor driven means for shifting said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position mechanism 
including a member settable in synchronism 
with said carriage to a position corresponding 
to the position occupied by said carriage; tabu 
lation control means including mechanism man 
ually settable to indicate any of a series of oper 
ating positions of said carriage, and devices ad 
justable by said mechanism to correspondence 
with such indication; direction control means 
including an element Selectively settable jointly 
by said member and said devices upon setting 
movements of said carriage position mechanism 
and said tabulation control means or either of 
them, to control the direction of operation of 
said carriage, shifting mechanism; means con 
trolled by said element, and operable after the 
same has been selectively set, for selectively ini 
tiating operation of said carriage shifting meche 
anism to cause shifting of the carriage is one 
direction or the other in accordance with the 
Setting of said element, latch Eneas fox snaians 
taining said carriage shifting techanism is 
operation after initiation of the operation there 
of, and means responsive to Said. Yasenber and 
said devices upon adjustment thereof to corre 
spondence, for rendering said atch in eans is 
effective, 

G. r. 2, machine of the class described having 
a frame, a carriage transversely shiftable thereox. 
to any of a series of operating positions, and 
notor driven means for shifting Said carriage; 
the combination of carriage position Elechanisra. 
including a member settable in synchronis.In with 
said carriage to a position corresponding to the 
position occupied by said carriage; tabulatio: 
control means including mechanisri Inatalais 
settable to indicate any of a series of operating 
positions of said carriage, and devices adjustable 
by said mechanism to correspondence with suc 
indication; direction control means including an 
element selectively settable jointly by said mere 
ber and said devices upon setting noverinents of 
said carriage position mechanism and Said tabul 
lation control means or either of them, to con 
trol the direction of operation of said carriage 
shifting mechanism; means controlled by said 
element, and operable after the same has beer. 
selectively set, for selectively initiating operation 
of said carriage shifting mechanism to cause 
shifting of the carriage in One direction or the 
other in accordance with the Setting Of Said eleco 
ment, latch means for maintaining said carriage 
shifting mechanism in operation after initiation 
of the operation thereof, and means responsive 
to said direction control means for rendering 
said latch means ineffective. 

11. In a motor driven calculating machine have 
ing a carriage transversely shiftable to any of a 
series of operating positions, cyclically operable 
motor driven mechanism operable to shift said: 
carriage between adjacent operating positions 
thereof, and division control devices for auto 
matically controlling said machine in division 
computations comprising a manually operable 
member for initiating the operation, and means 
for terminating the operation; means for auto 
matically controlling operation of said carriage 
shifting mechanism as an incident to the cons 
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pletion of said division operation comprising the 
combination of means controlled by said divin 
Sion terminating means upon operation thereof 
for initiating operation of said carriage shifting 
mechanism, said last mentioned means including 
a settable member movable to a set position by 
said division terminating means upon operation 
thereof; spring means for moving said member 
from set position to interrupt the operation of 
said carriage shifting mechanism at the conclu 
Sion of any cycle of operation thereof, holding 
means for preventing operation of said spring 
means, and means controlled by said carriage 
for releasing said spring means from restraint 
of said holding means. 

12. In a motor driven calculating machine hav 
ing a carriage transversely shiftable to any of a 
series of operating positions, cyclically operable 
notor driven mechanism operable to shift said 
carriage between adjacent operating positions 
thereof, and division control devices for auto 
matically controlling said machine in division 
computation comprising a manually operable 
member for initiating the operation, and means 
for terminating the operation; means for auto 
Yatically controlling operation of Said carriage 
shifting Enechanisa) as an incident to the come 
petiox of Said division operation including the 
coxiignation of Eleans controlled by said division 
terEnilating means upon operation thereof for 
initiatigg operation of said carriage shifting 
Inech35)ism, said last Inentioned means including 
8, settable member movable to a set position by 
Said division terminating means upon operation 
thereof; Spring means or noving said member 
fro5. Set position to interrupt the operation of 
Said carriage shifting mechanism at the con 
ciusion of any cycle of operation thereof, hold 
ing Eleans for preventing operation of Said Spring 
Ileans, means selectively adjustable to form a 
2mechanical representation corresponding to any 
of the respective operating positions of said car 
riage, and means jointly controlled by the car 
riage and said selectively adjustable means for 
X'eleasing said spring means from the restraint 
of Said holding means. 

i3. In a gnotor driven calculating machinehav 
ing & carriage transversely shiftable to any of a 
Series of operating positions, cyclically operable 
notor driven mechanism reversibly operable to 
shift said carriage in either direction between 
adjacen, operating positions thereof, means for 
initiating operation of Said carriage shifting 
Enechanism including a connecting member mov 
able to either of two settings to control operation 
of Said carriage shifting mechanism to shift Said 
carriage in either direction, means normally posia 
tioning Said member in One of said Settings to 
control operation of Said carriage shifting mech 
anism to shift said carriage in one direction, and 
division control devices for automatically con 
trolling said machine in a division computation 
comprising a manually operable member for ini 
tiating the operation, means for operating Said 
carriage shift initiating means, and means for 
terminating the division operation; means for 
automatically controlling operation of said car 
riage shifting mechanism to shift Said carriage 
in the opposite direction as an incident to Said 
division operation comprising the Combination of 
means for initiating operation of Said carriage 
shifting mechanism to shift the carriage in the 
opposite direction including a Settable member 
movable to set position, means including said 
settable connecting member movable to the other 



O 
of said settings thereof for moving said settable 
member to set position, said settable connecting 
member being movable into the other of said 
settings by said division terminating mechanism 
upon operation thereof; spring means for nov 
ing said settable member from set position to 
interrupt the operation of said carriage shifting 
mechanism at the conclusion of any cycle of 
operation thereof, holding means for preventing 
operation of said spring means, and means Con 
trolled by said carriage for releasing said spring 
means from restraint of said holding means. 

14. In a motor driven calculating machine hav 
ing a carriage transversely shiftable to any of a 
series of operating positions, cyclically operable 
motor driven mechanism reversibly operable to 
shift said carriage in either direction between 
adjacent operating positions thereof, means for 
initiating operation of the carriage shifting 
mechanism including a connecting member mov 
able to either of two settings to control operation 
of said carriage shifting mechanism to shift said 
carriage in either direction, means normally posi 
tioning said member in One of said settings to 
control operation of said carriage shifting mech 
anism to shift said carriage in One direction, and 
division control devices for automatically Con 
trolling said machine in its division computation 
comprising a manually operable member for ini 
tiating the operation, means for operating said 
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mechanism upon operation thereof; 
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carriage shift initiating means, and means for 
terminating the division operation; means for 
automatically controlling operation of said car 
riage shifting mechanism to shift said carriage 
in the opposite direction as an incldent to said 
division operation comprising the combination of 
means for initiating operation of said carriage 
shifting mechanism to shift the carriage in op 
posite direction including a settable member 
movable to set position, means including said 
settable connecting member movable to the 
other of said settings thereof for moving said 
settable member to set position, said settable 
connecting member being moveable into the other 
of said settings by said division terminating 

spring 
means for moving said settable member from set 
position to interrupt the operation of said car 
riage shifting mechanism at the conclusion of any 
cycle of operation thereof, holding means for pre 
venting operation of said spring means, means 
selectively adjustable to form a mechanical rep 
resentation corresponding to any of the respec 
tive operating positions of said carriage, and 
means jointly controlled by the carriage and said 
selectively adjustable means for releasing said 
spring means from the restraint of said holding 
neaS. 
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